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Editors’ Note 

Hope everyone is settling into the new year comfortably! We’re back 
with exciting writing and art. To kick this edition off, we interviewed 
Michelle Ma, a photographer based in Massachusetts, United States. 
Her project “A Hundred Stories” is a worthwhile read and readily 
available on her website! 

Once again, we are seeing and hearing from artists across the globe, 
and it is our greatest pleasure to bring their voices to you here. We 
hope, as always, that our contributors blow you away with their art 
and writing. 

To the writers and artists that send in work, thank you for sharing 
your masterpieces — we hope to hear from you again soon. 

One last thing… As we enter the latter weeks of  Term 2, we will be 
needing new Kamena editors to take over! If  you’re interested, keep 
your eyes peeled for announcements about exec elections from the 
Warwick Writing Society, and be sure to join the society for our emails 
with more information! 
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“A Hundred Stories” captured with a flash 
with Michelle Sijia Ma 

Michelle Sijia Ma is a visual artist from Shanghai, China, and is based in Massachusetts, US. 

Michelle has worked to develop image-based projects and used the language of  photography to 

explore the complexity of  today’s Chinese identity more subtly. Her photography has been 

included in publications such as the American Photography Annual Award Book, F-Stop 

Magazine, Burn Magazine, and others. 

In her project A Hundred Stories, Michelle explored the juxtaposing environment she was born 

into, a “paradoxical presence of  popular culture elements and ambiguous symbols of  

globalization, mixed with our mundane lives”. China is torn between tradition and modern 

capitalistic attitudes. While economic and social reforms transitioned the country from Maoism 

towards market capitalism, not all regions of  China followed this transition — “not everyone 

abandoned the old ways of  living”.  
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What is A Hundred Stories? 

In my project, A Hundred Stories, I photographed dwellers, strangers, and relatives living in 

Southern China to regions of  north bordering Russia. I also intertwined modified images with 

family archives. Taking photographs of  my hometown has given me a chance to reflect on 

people whom I have not valued. I found that these people, who live in a different time from the 

real world, and those who live in a fast-developing city, share the same mindset. The silent wind 

of  time has continued to blow. The process brought me a strange feeling of  satisfaction, which 

only a hundred stories can reveal. 

Why choose photography as the main medium to tell these stories? 

Coming from a quantitative economics and studio art background, I am interested in exploring 

China’s socioeconomic landscapes mixed with our contemporary lives. Therefore, photography 

became the ideal medium for me to explore both the fictional and real aspects of  modern China. 

In this ongoing project, I intend to construct semi-fictional stories of  people living in the land 

where the old rules once dominated. A Hundred Stories mixed staged self-portraits with 

documentary photography, a process which I hope to break the conventions of  how people 

normally comprehend Chinese photography, overturning the traditional viewing mode and 

narrative logic, to question the authenticity of  photographic media by inserting young narratives.  

How did you choose who to photograph? What drew you to specific people or scenes? 

When working with digital photography, I am often drawn to the poor village landscape I’ve 

come to know as home since moving to the US in 2019. Digital photography has been a way to 

meet interesting strangers and investigate previously nostalgic terrain. I carried my camera from 

Watertown villages near a metropolitan city like Shanghai to the poorest region of  northern 

China near Russia.  

I photographed relatives, dwellers, and strangers whom I found approachable as I meandered 

from one town to the next. Most people I photographed were elders operating in the small 

family-owned enterprises located in villages. Yulian, whom I photographed, worked in a small 

candy shop in Xinhua town. She told me that she wanted to become an artist if  she did not have 

any financial burden. I saw myself  in Yulian’s story – this project is all about where we find 

ourselves through these images. I hope my audiences are challenged when they look at the 

images and see China through a new lens.  
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What was your favorite aspect of  working on this project? 

My favorite aspects of  working with semi-documentary projects are: traveling, construction and 

deconstruction. I never loved to travel until I started my project, which pushed me to go outside 

of  my comfort zone to explore uncharted landscapes and villages. In terms of  construction and 

deconstruction, it is fascinating to play with staged images and collage them with documentary 

photographs.  

In this image Portrait of  Qinglian, I collaged three types of  burned prints with a self-portrait 

staged as Grandma Qinglian. I combined family stories with current social issues. For example, I 

dressed in Burberry in this image to allude to the Xinjiang cotton incident, where major 

international apparel brands decided to stop using Xinjiang cotton in suspicion of  forced labor. I 

hope the appearance of  Burberry shirts within my environment would speak to the 

entanglement of  our lives with globalization. I further want to explore what it means to be a 

Burberry buyer among both the old and young generations. 

Do you have a piece you are most proud of ? 

The most exciting piece is Scan It, where I collaged QR code circulated among social media with 

a self-portrait. As part of  A Hundred Stories, Scan It is inspired by China’s contemporary digital 

economy and social media landscape. Whether I was aware of  it or not, my ideals of  race and 

identity were shaped by and linked through social media content. In this image, I unravel the 
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experience of  being connected, marginalized. The QR code is a perfect symbolization of  our 

modern life. I hope to further investigate the ways our identities have been connected to societal 

expectations by combining self-portraiture with QR codes.  

 

Is there anything you'd change if  you got the chance to restart this project? 

Since A Hundred Stories is highly time and location-sensitive, I wish I had more time to work in 

China before I returned to the US. While half  of  the project took a documentary approach, I 

realized the relationship and connections my photographs built between strangers and dwellers 

are not as deep as I initially projected. I think it would be very interesting to continuously 

interview and interact with those strangers I photographed, where hundreds of  stories are 

recorded and written down, where their voices were heard.  

My photography practice largely encompasses non-fiction and constructed images, often in 

combination. I do feel that the location of  images contributes significantly to its narratives, I feel 

that it is important to reconsider the kind of  locations that might be distinguishable to my 

audiences and integrate this into my work. 
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When you were working on this project, did any part of  it change you or your world 

views? 

“I must study politics and war that my sons may have liberty to study 

mathematics and philosophy. My sons ought to study mathematics and 

philosophy, geography, natural history, naval architecture, navigation, 

commerce, and agriculture, in order to give their children a right to study 

painting, poetry, music, architecture, statuary, tapestry, and porcelain.” 

  

After I completed A Hundred Stories in spring 2021, I was unable to write down a statement to 

describe the scope of  this project until I found this quote by former US president John Adams. 

As a young Chinese person, I have the privilege to study art because my parents had fought for a 

secure life through studying engineering and commerce. I found that the people and strangers I 

photographed, who live in a different time from the real world, and those who live in a fast-

developing city, share the same mindset. How did A Hundred Stories change my world views? I 

guess the ultimate answer is the realization of  a privilege that’s built upon generations of  labor 

and economic hardship, and the power I have as an art student. 

Check out more of  Michelle’s work at  

Her website: msijiama.com 
Her book A Hundred Stories: https://msijiama.com/ahundredstories/ 
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Haunting 

I put the paint on the walls wet pink  
but now it’s sunk to oyster grey  
when I rolled it back up, it blanched white 
the fuse tripped, the lights wiped  
and the sun seemed to set in an instant. 
As I lay in the dark, my cheek kissed cold 
against the kitchen linoleum. That’s when I saw 
footprints appear, pacing around the hall.  

She’s standing in the gap in the wattle,  
her nose pushed against the picture frame.  
A Victorian maid, pinny straps pulled tight, 
purple eyed and diffusing slightly at the edges.  
With a phantom limb she kicks at cat bones, 
long choked and sealed, rattling along the cavity. 

She whistles and it shakes the corner webs, 
she turns the walls from grey to green, 
she puts her face through the bathroom tiles, 
ripples break the bath water as she sings,  
draws the lemon scent from the soap. 
Our house is scentless, sexless, aseptic.  

I light a big red candle to put the pink back on the walls, 
I love the smell of  the matchwood burning. 
Come to me she says, beckoning. Come here 
 and be warm. 

The winter’s closing in and we can’t sing for shivers.  
I’m sleeping, or watching night scenes through 
the warped glass of  my window pane 
bodies rolling into each other in the park 
the sun drains and she cups me like a shell 
writes a refrain in the mist on my mirror, that says  

to rest and be rested upon,  
 that’s all you really want, 
what you loved in childhood, hand in hand, 
 we’ll run and find it. 
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I want to live on an old village road 

I want to live on an old village road, 
an old stone road, 
an old dirt road, 
beaten down by thousands of  feet that now pave its edges. 

I want to live on an old village road 
on whose edge there's an old, evil tree 
who won't stop until it steals all the light and warmth from under it 
and I want to write under it 
and on it 
to give it the light it doesn't want 
and kiss it softly on its cheek. 

I want to live on the empty alley 
that disgusted me with its mud when I was little; 
to feel the dust and sand between my toes 
and play with the pebbles; 
to assure them I love them. 

I want to live alone 
on that dead alley 
and to be and feel it’s life. 

At the end of  the day, I want to come home — 
to my grandparents' house, with the entrance in the back 
and the walls repainted so many times that the corners got curved — 
and to sleep with my feet on the fireplace, 
covered in books 
and to never wake up again. 
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by Atena Andreea Mocanu



Fishing in Teesta Canal 
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by Raju Das

Device - Canon 200 D II 
Location - Islampur, North Dinajpur, West  

Teesta Barrage Project is one of  the largest irrigation projects not only in West Bengal but also in the entire 
eastern region. It will create 9.22 lakh ha. of  irrigation potential in six northern districts of  West Bengal and 
67.50 MW of  hydropower from canal falls.



Sonnet of  the little rowboat in eternal storm 

How charming this quaint little rowboat is, 
Built sturdy from a proud paternal oak. 
And yet its hardy wooden structure tis 
But a phantom made underneath vile stroke. 
It first set out under sky thick with pall, 
Shrouded clouds soon unleashed a foul tempest, 
And they battered and tore with glee and gall, 
The storm gave no respite, rejoice or rest. 
As much as the rowboat wanted to sink, 
Though sick and tired of  thunder and rain, 
It did not succumb to eternal drink, 
Despite the quite unfathomable pain. 
Through forlorn hope it continues to sail, 
Though all who pass hear its demented wail. 
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The Prometheus Catch 

Water stretching the years across seconds and seconds 
across years. Eternal flow 
to and fro, yet nevers comes can’t 
ever go. Blue light streaks as it’s kissed  
by the sun, and the deep depths plunge down to  
descend from above, with an angel’s breath, 
and a devil's spite. When none is wrong and none 
is right; morality a twinkle in 
starlight eyes. Nothing born so nothing dies. 

But in the darklight form takes form, and 
in form distances are born, and time forms night 
and day for lightyears away - and at its core: 

The water laps what now is there. 
an island rock. And dirt. And air. 
Crevasses. Crags. Hooks. And snags. 
To touch. And taste. Caress. And stab. 
Its peaks begin. Its tunnels end. 
Physicality stiffens. Curls. Snaps. Bends. 
But what does matter matter when 
all above; inside is dead. 

Yet by some miracle; in pits pinnacle; 
creation physical: life in material! 
Branches shoot to root their stems, 
fins shred waves, and stone feels legs… 

Here is paradise! 

A universe births its own observer 
to see its atoms and hear its sounds. 
Life forms a cycle of  killer and cull, 
growing. Changing. Entity-hood’s face 
Lies below stars. 

— But the prometheus catch — 
Here they come, 
Break the order. 
One by all: 
Because they ponder; 

Our rational animal: 
What more could we hope for? 
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First it dreams god in men, 
but in light they meant more. 

They begin to decode, 
curiosity lets them grow, 
they ingratiate themselves 

into the gods 
they once imagined that they were, 

but forget animal flow. 

They bury the crevasses in concrete. 
Erect glass phalli to scrape the sky. 
Burn crushed corpses to feed cast iron horses. 
Feed feeding ground for the blue-bottle fly. 
Melting the island back down to dust. 
In an atmosphere of  CO2 and rust. 

Beyond a universe unobserved can never be known: 
Through a great filter the life cycle flows; 
It always comes, and always goes. 
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DRIP | DROP  

every blood  

red drip  
  

every blood   

red drop  

reminding 

 me 

of  

   what 

 i            have 

     been 

   robbed 
  of  

each 

 drip 
      each  

drop     a 

   memory 

 that  

nearly  
   was 
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by anonymous 



One of  Twenty5 
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by Melisa Novotná



At Spitalfields 

They sit down on the polished marble block  
At a brand-new consumer paradise. 
They have no desire to join the ambling flock 
In their pursuit to purchase elation, 
Showing there’s little meaning in a location:  
Chatting in full flow, leaving behind the broken ice. 
  
She’s a body of  nerves: her slender legs are crossed 
Whilst her fingers fidget with taut skins. 
Her rosy face half-buried by her tossed,  
Honeyed threads that are at the wind’s mercy. 
But her interest is there for all to see, 
Despite the clear butterflies within. 
  
Her accepting eyes are glued to his face 
(That’s growing in pleasure as time races on) 
Their warmth is eroding each one’s personal space. 
Pauses start to break their conversation, 
The charge is high, they’re swept by sensation: 
Sustained sensual gazes - the bond is strong. 
  
After some soft words, he takes her hand 
With a confidence that’s brimming. 
Leading her away with much command, 
Since she’s now exuding ease 
With a clear face that’s well pleased. 
They radiate the cheer of  a new beginning. 
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by Keith Mulopo



I’m Glad We Met 
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by Emily Loubser



Unity 

Spread like thinning butter,  
Hearts, in reified cognition, 
Linearity has stolen death from us. 

Yet meaning is succinct,  
Etchings: a complex choral unity: 
A wilderness. 

And I gnaw  
On the detritus 
Of  an ocean of  stars. 

Yet we keep segments of  time,  
Discrete, to step outside ourselves, 
So our footsteps can become 
Tantamount to morality, 
And our flight: 
A recapitulation of  the holiest sin. 
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by Oisín Breen



Nappy Knotted ‘Fro 

Nowadays I grow a nappy knotted ‘fro, 
In times passed my 
Knotted stomach caused me to toss to and fro, 
Anxiety & self-regret creeping, emotionally needy, 
Daily I struggled to see my dreams – 
Sleeping wasn’t easy. 

I say nappy knotted fro, but really 
I mean nappy knotted ‘locks, 
I used to fight against time, 
As if  I was busy punching clocks. 
Coming to terms with the inner storm brewing 
Meant I had to sit still, silence finally ensuing. 

Forging faux-iron expressions was a way 
Of  portraying my resolve. I had none. 
No longer running from my past, 
Destiny and I compromised; 
Since then I feel I’ve been living a second life. 

Nappy knotted boy or girls with nappy knotted braids, 
Or any pickney, of  any hue, 
Who feels that they struggle to count the days, 
Just know Babylon will beat you down, 
While playing dress-up as your career. 
But around the corner trust that Zion is nearer, 
Over rolling emerald hills & endless pasture, 
The Azul sky is forecast to be clearer, 
In the distance I hear the echoes of  a marching band, 
Rat-at-at-dum, 
An army of  earth-tone angels in time, as one. 
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by Nyasha Kunorubwe



Flutes that Flutter  
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by Syeda Iqraa Bukhari

Flutes that flutter, 
Songs of  stories of  sadness and silent stutters 

Boundaries within the spaces of  our lives, 
Passages and bodies within the shackles of  our times 

Shimmery saris and gaping blouses, 
Lipstick bright and eyes dark to conceal the remains of  rusty, 

dismantled houses 

Is this what undreamt dreams are made of? 
Come, let's take a ride through those streets or at least a half  to 

find out 

Light may be the ultimate dream 
But charcoal is what our passageways simmer in



Resolving Resentments 

malta  1

 Find more malta’s art at @maltaaaf  on Instagram1
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by malta
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